Jupiter Drums From Mars - About

WAV

Naming Conventions:

BD Jupiter Laser 01.wav

________________________________________________________


BD = Drum Voice category name**


** Since the Jupiter 4 is a synth and not a drum machine, we sorted the samples into traditional Drum Voice categories. However, you’ll find that all of the sounds can used in different and unique ways - a Bass Drum might work better as a Cowbell or a Snare,
so definitely mix it up and break the rules!


Jupiter = Product Name

Laser - Descriptors that we made up - simply to keep things organized and create groups of similar samples, and for samples captured with the same parameters but at multiple pitches.



Individual Hits

Contains all Jupiter samples


Normalization has been performed to balance the volumes between drum hits - to balance the Hi Hats to the Bass Drum, for instance. 



Kits

These are 16 hit kits, created from the Individual Hits samples
These samples also exist in the Individual Hits folder, but the volume has been fine tuned here so they play well together. 


Ableton

This was built with Ableton 9, so that it works for Ableton 9 and Ableton 10 users. If you are an Ableton 10 user, you may need to click the small “upgrade” for certain devices if you wish to edit them further. 

Jupiter From Mars Rack:
Sample Selector: This macro scrolls through all samples within a particular drum voice.
Cutoff: Ableton’s low pass filter cutoff frequency. A slight envelope modulation has been applied for punchiness. This is great for “cleaning up” the noise on samples (that is, if you don’t desire it!). 
Resonance: Ableton’s low pass filter cutoff resonance. Set to 0% by default.
Tune: Ableton’s digital tuning, in cents. In combination with Jupiter Pitch you can fine tune your samples and nail a desired pitch.
Saturation: A combination of Ableton’s saturation and utility gain reduction.
FX: Various Ableton FX

Duplicate Pads: Bass Drums, Toms, Snares, Hi Hats, Perc and FX pads have duplicate pads in this rack.  These pads contain the same group of samples, but with the selector macro you can create “groups of toms” or match a closed hi hat with an open hi hat on the adjacent pad for example.


Kontakt, Logic, Reason, SFZ

Contain all (8) Individual Hits Instruments

Contain all (13) 16x Hit Kits

Battery & Maschine

Contain all (13) 16x Hit Kits (does not include Individual Hits patches)


MPC 1000 & 2500

	•	Contains 16 bit versions of all (13) 16x Hit Kits, with renamed .WAV files to accommodate the 16 character limit. Separated into 4 .PGM drum programs.


MPC Live & MPC X 

   •	Contain all (13) 16 Hit Kits, separated into 4 .XPM drum programs.  See “Installation Docs” for more info. 


